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On October 31, the 26th Oil and Gas Exhibition and Conference ADIPEC-2022
opened in Abu Dhabi. MKC Group of Companies is taking part in this world's
largest event in the energy industry.

ADIPEC-2022 is one of the most influential international energy events, which has
brought together a record number of participants in Abu Dhabi this year: more than
150,000 energy specialists from 160 countries, more than 1,200 speakers, including
40 ministers and heads of the world's leading energy companies, more than 2,200
exhibiting companies represented in 28 international pavilions of countries.

 
Within the framework of ADIPEC-2022, at the Russian Energy-2022 exhibition, 33
Russian exporters have presented their products. MKC Group of Companies, one of the
leaders of the small-scale distributed energy industry in Russia has presented its
projects and technologies at the general exposition of the Russian Export Center
"Made in Russia". 

 
MKC Group of Companies is demonstrating its comprehensive engineering solutions
aimed at improving the energy efficiency of enterprises and reducing CO2 emissions:
gas genset and hybrid power plants, mobile methanol and LNG plants, hydrogen
testing grounds and desalination plants, energy storage systems, as well as floating
power plants that provide fast power supply to areas with limited infrastructure. "We



observe great interest in our products in the United Arab Emirates," Maksim Zagornov,
CEO of MKC Group of Companies noted.
On the first day of the exhibition the company's stand was visited by Andrey Terekhin,
Trade Representative of the Russian Federation in the UAE, Sergey Muslimov, Head of
the representative office of VEB RF in the UAE, Tatiana An, Managing director for the
organization of congress and exhibition events and business missions of the Russian
Export Center.

 
"The products presented at the Made in Russia stand are used by leading Russian oil
and gas companies and are in demand by foreign partners who value the quality,
technological effectiveness and reliability of Russian equipment. I am sure that active
work at the exhibition will be a significant step in continuing cooperation with foreign
partners and will help to launch new joint projects," Tatiana An said.

 
It should be noted, that this year, ADIPEC-2022 is taking place amid unprecedented
turbulence in the energy market and the global economy. The central theme of
ADIPEC-2022 is "The Future of Energy: Secure, Affordable and Sustainable". The
ADIPEC-2022 business program will highlight the balanced approach necessary for the
successful development of the energy industry: accelerated decarbonization of
modern energy sources while diversifying future energy sources.

 
The ADIPEC-2022 exhibition will last until November 3.


